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HYDE INTRODUCES BRAND-NEW LINEUP OF PAINT BRUSHES AND ROLLER COVERS 
Product launch marks the 146-year-old company’s debut in paint applicators. 

 

SOUTHBRIDGE, Mass. -- In its continued commitment to leadership in the hand tool industry, Hyde 
Group announced a brand-new lineup of paint applicators, including brushes and roller covers. In 
addition to an affordable line of Woven Ultra roller covers, Hyde is proud to debut the HYDEⓇ E-
VOLUTIONTM high performance line of brushes and roller covers. 
 
The HYDEⓇ E-VOLUTIONTM paint brushes are available in 2 styles: a traditional rectangular ferrule 
shape, and a unique oval shape. The oval shape is designed to fit comfortably in the hand, while also 
providing exceptional cut-in control and even paint distribution. Both ferrule styles are manufactured 
with Polyester SRT (Solid Round-Tipped) bristles and a firm flex, and are designed for today’s fast-
drying, low-VOC paints. They are suitable for both interior and exterior applications.  
 
The HYDEⓇ E-VOLUTIONTM roller covers are constructed with 100% lint-free microfiber. Designed for 
interior applications on walls and ceilings, HYDEⓇ E-VOLUTIONTM roller covers offer excellent paint 
pickup -- meaning less trips to the paint tray -- and even paint distribution for an excellent, smooth 
finish. They can be used with all types of latex 
interior paint, including primers, semi- and 
high-gloss paints, flat and eggshell paints, and 
satin and enamel paints. They are available in 
both 9” and Mini Roller sizes, with a variety of 
nap heights. 
 
The HYDEⓇ Woven Ultra line of roller covers 
is a budget-friendly applicator made of shed-
resistant, lint-free fabric. The woven fibers 
resist matting and stay resilient during interior 
wall and ceiling painting projects, with more 
paint pickup and even release. Like the E-
VOLUTIONTM roller covers, the HYDEⓇ Woven Ultra line works well with all interior latex paints. 
 
Hyde Tools has been an industry leader with surface preparation hand tools since it developed the 
first drywall taping knife in the 1940s. The E-VOLUTIONTM announcement marks a significant 
expansion of the HYDEⓇ line of paint applicators. 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
“We’ve worked very closely with professional painters for many years, developing and testing surface 
preparation tools,” explained Corey Talbot, Vice President of Marketing and Product Development at 
Hyde. “Expanding our line of paint applicators was the natural next step for us.” Talbot explained that 
Hyde’s sister company, A. Richard Tools, headquartered in Quebec, Canada, has been a worldwide 
leader in paint applicators for many years, which allowed for a straightforward development and 
manufacturing process to introduce applicators for the HYDEⓇ brand. 
 
Available Sizes 
HYDEⓇ E-VOLUTIONTM Rectangular Ferrule Brushes: 1 ½”, 2”, 2 ½”, 3” 
HYDEⓇ E-VOLUTIONTM Oval Ferrule Brushes: 1 ½”, 2”, 2 ½”, 3” 
HYDEⓇ E-VOLUTIONTM 9” Roller Covers: ¼”, ⅜”, ½”, ⅝”, ¾” naps. 
HYDEⓇ E-VOLUTIONTM Mini Roller Covers: ¼”, ⅜” naps. 
HYDEⓇ E-VOLUTIONTM Mini Jumbo Roller Covers: ¼”, ⅜” naps. 
HYDEⓇ Woven Ultra Roller Covers: ⅜”, ½”, ⅝” naps. 
 
For more information about HYDEⓇ Woven Ultra and E-VOLUTIONTM applicators, visit 
www.hydetools.com or call Hyde customer service directly at 1-800-872-4933. 
 
ABOUT HYDE TOOLS 
Headquartered in Southbridge, Mass., Hyde Tools was founded in 1875. Today, it serves professional 
contractors and homeowners alike with a wide range of surface preparation and repair tools. For a full 
product catalog, visit www.HydeTools.com.  
 
ABOUT HYDE GROUP 
Hyde Tools is part of the Hyde Group, which serves construction, industrial, and consumer markets 
worldwide and manufactures more than 50 million units of product per year under three respected 
brands: HYDEⓇ, RICHARDⓇ, and Hyde Industrial Blade Solutions. 
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